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ABSTRACT

A review is given of recent results on the vector mesons pO, w, ~, and on radial

excitations of these states obtained in photoproduction at high energies and in

e+e- annihilations. New results on J/~ photoproduction are also reported.
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1. INTRODUCTION
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The main subject of this talk is the recent experimental results on vector mesons

anticipated as radial excitations of pO, w and ~. In a popular spectroscopic pic

ture they are considered as qq states of

the type indicated in fig. 1. Radial exci

tations are distinguished from ground sta

tes by the mass only.

We consider here states built up by the

so-called light quarks u, d and s. Candi

dates for radial excitations of such sta-

Fig. 1 0uark model for vector mesonstes have been discussed for a long time.

Wellknown candidates of the p(770) family

are pI ( 1 600 ) and p I (1 250) •

Interest in such old-fashioned vector mesons was reawakened by the discovery of

the ~ and T families. There the existence of radial excitations was established

and appropriate descriptions in terms of potential models were found. It is inter

esting to look for the link to the light-quark states. At present no straiqhtfor

ward extrapolation from heavy-quark states to light-quark states exists. Various

open questions have still to be answered. For instance, one may ask /1/:

- What are the relevant masses of the light-quarks? Are they dressed as suggested

by deep inelastic electron scattering results?

- Do relativistic effects contribute?

- Are light-quarks sensitive to long range components of the potential?
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lean couple to the photon. The experi

ments to explore them utilize preferen

~ially this coupling. Also the radial

~xcitation states should couple to the

photon; however, they are expected

-for general reasons- to have weaker

coupling strengths (fig.2).

Three types of experi~ents are established. These are (fig.3):

For such 'questions, experiments on light quark-hadron spectroscopy /2/ are so far

not very conclusive, mainly since important landmarks likeradi'al excitations are

rarely experimentally settled.

Unique experimental possibilities

exist for neutral vector ~esons which

e+

'r
e'" e- annihilation

a 2 (=m y2) >0
e-

~v photoproducti on
with real photons

N N
Q2 = 0

~
photoproduction

e, y with virtual photons
(Ieptoproduction)

N N Q2< 0

Fig.3 Diagrams for photoinduced vector meson production

e+e- annihilations with a virtual massive photon of 0 2 > 0, photoproduction with

real photons of 02
= 0, and leptoproduction (virtual photoproduction) with 02 < o.

A link between these processes is provided by the Vector Meson Dominance (\n~) mo

del which assumes that the photon can be decomposed into vector meson states

Iy> L 4~ Iv> .
V YV

(1)

For e+e- annihilations this implies that the final hadronic states originate from

decaying vector mesons with vector meson-photon coupling strengths related to the

leptonic partial width by the well-known relation

41T 12 r·(V .... e+e-)
-2 -2- In.._

Yv a V
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(3)

where r(v~e+e-) is the partial width of the leptonic vector meson decay.

For photoproduction VDM implies in the simplest case that the photon couples to

a vector meson and this is then scattered diffractively as indicated by the

diagram in fig. 4a. In the approximation that the photoproduction of a vector

meson is described by this term only, useful relations are derived:

do (yN~VN) = ~ 4; do (VN~VN) (2)
dt 4 Yv dt

and with the optical theorem

do (yN~VN) I
dt t=o

a

y V

X

all vector mesons other than V'.

Y~V' Y~' Y Vi V'

~- ~+r:x.
Vi +V'

b
diagonal ott- diagonal

term terms

Fig.4 Vector Meson Dominance diagrams

illustrating photoproduction of "normal"

vector mesons (a) and of radial excita

tions (b) where the sum is taken over

where nv is the ratio of the real to the imaginary part of the forward scattering

amplitude. By means of these relations

one can extract from the photoproduc-

tion cross section the vector meson

scattering cross section, if the coup

ling strength is known (or vice versa).

Alternatively, both can be determined

simultaneously from measurement on hea-

vy nuclei (in the framework of Glauber

multiple scattering theory). In simple

V~D it is moreover assumed that this

coupling strength is the same in e+e

annihilations and in photoproduction so

that the production of a vector meson

in one process implies predictions for

the other according to (1), (2) and (3).

The diagonal assumption is useful

when describing the gross features of

photoproduction of the ground states

pO,w and $. However, for radial exci

tations of these states due to the re-

duced coupling strength, so-called

off-dia~onal terms have to be taken into account (fig.4b). In particular, the pro~

cess where the ground state 9roduces a radial excitation state by a diffraction

dissociation mechanism is estimated to contribute with a strength similar to that

of the diagonal ter~. (Such an estimate is deduced from the experimentally ob

served diffraction dissociation processes of hadrons /3/). In this rrore carplex case

there is no longer the simple possibility to extract coupling strengths or~c

cross sections from photoproduction data /4/, and, moreover, the simple comparison

with e+e- annihilations is somewhat spoiled.

A first check of the ~1D hypothesis is obtained from the measurement of the ra

,tio R in e+e- annihilations as a function of the energy as shown in fig.5. Below

1.1 <£V, where p ,wand $ dominate, the data support the W1:D hypothesis /48/. However,
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Fig.5 Measurements of the ratio R in e+e- annihilations.

the ranC'e from. 1-.1 GeV up to '" 2 GeV, predicted to be the domain of radial excita-·

tion of p, w and ~, for example in a Veneziano-like spectrum /5/, shows no reso

nance-like structures except for a broad bump at '" 1.6 GeV, suggesting that there

is the pi (1600). The ratio R does not tell us whether there is indeed a series of

resonances (broad and overlappinq) or a single broad resonance on top of a conti

nu~. Certainly detailed analyses of exclusive final states are needed.

The current ex?erimental activities

Fig.6 Experimental activities.

connected to this field of physics are

su~~arized in fig.6. Results on e+e

annihilations are submitted to this

conference from the DM1 spectrometer

at the DCI ring at Orsay /6/ and from

Novosibirsk (OLYA) /3/. In hiqh ener

gy photoproduction new results are

available from the broad band spectro

meter at FNAL /7/ and from two experi

ments with the m~EGA spectrometer at

CERN /8, 9, 10, 11, 12/.

e+ e
low energies

yN
high energies

(ADONEI

NOVOSIBIRSK~

Del - DM1

- DM2~.---__....,

E87 NEW
FNAl ? E401 - RESULTS

":::,~~
~NA14//

CERN ?/ WA4

~WA57
WA69

2. PHOTOPRODUCTION OF po, w, ~ AND J/~ AT HIGH ENERGIES

Recent experiments have extended the photon energy range for po, w and ~ photopro

duction up to 180 GeV /8, 14-16/ and for J/~ up to 300 GeV /7/. I select here only

few of the new results.

o + -2.1 The shape of the p in yp ~ ~ ~ p

In lower energy experiments it was found that the po shape observed in photoproduc

tion of 'II" + ~ - pqirs Off hyd.I:ogen was "skewed" in comparisClnc;wii:tb a p-wave D.reit-Wig-
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ner distribution /17/. This skewing effect is now also observed at photon energies

from 20 to 70 GeV by the O~~GA-Photon Collaboration at CERN /8/ as shown in fig.7.

2.0

>
III
~ I.S
lJ')

(/)
~

Z 1.0
UJ
>
UJ

0.5

0
0.5 0.6

WA4
20<Ey<70GeV

0.9 1.0

[GeV]

Fig.7 Mass distribution of the n+n- system ob

served in the reaction yp ~ n+n-p /8/.

By quantitative comparisons it was found that there is no obvious difference to

lower energies. This means that the main ideas for explaining i.t, for instance the

Soding interference ~odel /18, 19/, appear to be valid.

2.2 Production mechanism of yo ~ wp at ohoton eneraies from 20 to 70 GeV.

In the case of w photoproduction it was found that unnatural parity exchange (pion

exchange) was an important contribution at lower photon energies /17/. With increa

sing photon energy it is expected that the non-diffractive contributions become

relatively small so that there are more similarities between wand po photoproduc

tion. In a new experiment (WAS7) the O~lliGA-Photon Collaboration studied the angu

lar distributions of the w decay into n+n-n o produced with partially polarized

photons which were tagged in the photon energy range from 20 to 70 GeV. The n+n-n
ol

mass distribution shows a clear w signal (fig. 8). The measured angular distribu

tions for the w decay are shown in fig. 9. They are consistent with the predictions

expected for s-channel helicity conservation (SCRC) and purely natural parity ex

change /20/ (curves in fig. 9). So it was concluded that the data are consistent

with there being no contribution from unnatural parity exchange in w photoproduc

tion unlike the lower energy results.

2.3 Elastic photoproductlon of po, wand p in comparison to elastic scattering of

hadrons

Total cross sections for elastic po, w and ~ photoproduction are shown as a func

'tion of the photon energy in fig. 10. Such distributions were discussed by Eisner

at the 1979 Photon-Lepton Conference /21/ and are up-dated here by results

at the intermediate photon energy range from 20 to 70 GeV. The data are compared

to predictions derived using simple VMD from measurements of pion and kaon elastic
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Mass distribution of the ~+~-~o

system observed in the reaction

yp ~ ~+~-~Op /11/.
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Fig. 9

Definition of polar and

azimuthal angles describ

ing the decay of w into

~+~-~o and the observed

angular distributions for

the events in the w mass

range with polarization of

the incident photon >0.3;

<P
y

>' the mean polariza

tion,was 0.48.
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Fig. 10 Total cross sections of elastic pO, w and ~ photoproduction as a func

tion of the photon energy (from ref. /21/ with additional results from

refs. /3/ and /15/). The curves correspond to quark model predictions

deduced from mesonic elastic cross sections /22/ (see text).
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scattering at high energies /22/ by assuming naive quark model relations. The

curves are normalized to the high energy data /14/. We note" tha~ these p~ctians

describe well the energy dependence of the cross sections suggesting that the vec

tor meson-photon coupling strengths do not vary with energy. In fact, these coup

ling strengths were in turn determined from the normalizations. (They are discussed

further in sect. 2.4).

The comparison with hadronic data in the fra~ework of the quark model was ex

tended to the details of the t distributions /8/. Figure 11a shows a compilation

of slope parameters b determined in a fit to the t distributions according to

dcr/dt ~ exp{-b!t!+ ct2 ) for recent high energy data on fand w photoproduction

within similar t ranges. Lower energy pO data are also included. The comparison

with the quark model prediction (which is of course identical for po and w) shows

fair agreement. The parameters c are also consistent with the predictions from

corresponding hadronic data.

For the elastic ~ photoproduction, hadronic data predict a slight shrinkage of

the slope parameter b. As fig. 11b shows, the available measurements are still too

poor to test this interesting prediction.

2.4 Vector meson-photon counling strength

We consider first the vector Meson-photon coupling in e+e- annihilations. In the

quark picture the vector ~eson-photon coupling strength depends on the electric

charges of the quarks~

41T 2"2 ~ E e q )

Yv qEV

In order to fold out this dependence one has to scale by (Eeq )2, i.e. by 1/2 for

p, 1/18 for w, 1/9 for ~ etc.

The scaled partial leptonic width related according to (2) by

2
41T/Yn
(Ee )2 . rrv

q

is shown in fig.12. In the case where the scaled coupling strength is mass-inde

pendent the scaled r(v~+e-) would rise linearly with mass. As one sees the data

agree better with an approximately mass independent scaled partial leptonic width.

This fact which has been noticed previously /23/, is now also confirmed by the

T(9460) value.

In fig.13 the vector neson-photon coupling constants obtained from photoproduc

tion data are compared with the corresponding values from e+e- annihilations cal

culated from the partial leptonic widths as shown in fig.12. The values of vector

rneson~hoton coupling constants considered here were obtained from experiments on

photoproduction of vector mesons on complex nuclei (independent of quark models,

but depending on Glauber theory /19/), and from the normalizations of the predic

tions to the high energy data in fig. 10 (where a simple quark model was implied).

The po (not shown) has a set of values from both e+e- annihilations and photo-
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Fig. 11a Slope parameters b of t-distributions of elastic pO and w photopro

duction as a function of the photon energy (taken from ref. /8/). The

curve corresponds to a quark model prediction deduced from TIp elastic

data /22/.

SLOPES OF T DISTRIBUTIONS FOR yp __ ;p
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Fig. 11b Slope parameters b of t-distributions of elastic $ photoproduction

(taken from ref. /15/). The curve corresponds to a quark model prediction

deduced in ref. /22/.
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Fig. 12 Partial leptonic widths of vector mesons /34/ scaled according to the

electric charges of the quark content.
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Fig. 13 Comparisons of vector meson-photon coupling constants obtained from

e+e- annihilations (with the data fram fig. 12) and fram photoproduction

on complex nuclei /24/ and on hydrogen (full points result from fig. 10,

the open circle results from the ratio of elastic w to pO photopro

duction /24/, the arrows mark the estimate explained in the text).
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production consistent within the errors of about 15%. The value from w photopro

duction at high energies is fairly consistent with the value from e+e- annihila

tions. The ~ data show a siqnificant difference between photoproduction and e+e

annihilations which was already noticed in ~ photoproduction at lower energies1

/19, 24, 25/. This difference seems to be even more pronounced in the case of the

J/o/ where a coupling strength estimated from photoproduction data via relation

(3), imposing o(J/o/N) from a measurement on complex nuclei /26/ is bigger by a

factor 2.5 than that from e+e- annihilations (fig. 13). These facts suggest that

photon-hadron interactions of real photons (Q2=0) are not compatible with those

of virtual massive photons in e+e- annihilations (Q2=m2).
y

Various explanations have been discussed in the literature for a long time

(see e.g. ref. /25/). Newer and rather appealing suggestions analyse this phenomenon

in terms of a 02 dependence of the vector meson-photon coupling strength /27, 28/.

In a contribution to this conference /29/ this coupling is examined in an analysis

of the decay J/1/J -+ ny using VMD along with the quark model and the ljJ I -+ J/1/J n width

as constraints. The suppression factor for photoproduction found is in the order

of five to eight.

2.5 J /tp photoproduction up to 300 GeV photon energy.

New results onJ/ljJ photoproduction were submitted to this conference from a Fermi

lab-Univ. of Illinois experiment usinq the broad band beam and spectrometer at

FNAL /7/. The results of J/tp production on deuterium and on hydrogen are shown in

fig. 14. They indicate a significant rise in theJ/tpcross section over the photon

energy range 60 - 300 GeV. The events taken in this experireent represent primarily

the sum of elastic J/tp photoproduction and of processes in which at most the tarqet

has fragmented. The fraction of inelastic events was estimated to be about 30%.

Figure 15 shows the differential cross section, do/dt, for elastic and inelas

tic events on hydrogen separately. The curve superimposed on the elastic cross

section is a fit to the form do/dt ~ exp(bltl+ ct2 ) with b = (-5.7 ± 0.2) Gev- 2

and c = (3.0 ± 0.1) Gev- 4 . A fit to do/dt ~ exp(bltl) yielded a slope of b = (-3.2

± 0.6) GeV- 2 . The inelastic cross section (with forward going J/o/) turns out to

have a weaker t dependence, however, error bars are still large.

The forward cross section do/dt at t=o is rising also (fig. 16). The rise, in

terpreted in the view point of ~ID, implies an increase in o~~~ N of 40% from 60

to 300 GeV. Here it was assumed that elastic and inelastic data have the same

energy dependence.

3. NEW RESULTS ON pI (1600)

+ 3.1 pl(1600) in yp -+ 21T 21T P

The pI (1600) is so far the best established candidate of a radial excitation state

of the po. The discovery in the early seventies was based on the production of a

system of four charged pions in the two reactions:
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Fig. 14

Cross section vs. energy for

y + (p or d) + J/~ + X obtained

by averaging a·B(J/~ + ~+~-) and

a·B(J/~ + e+e- ).
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Differential cross sections, da/dt, for J/~

photoproduction on hydrogen separated into

elastic and inelastic components averaged

over energies from 60 to 300(GeV.
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Cross section da/dt at t

energy /7/.
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The 2n+2n- mass spectra fro~ the wost recent experiMents /31, 6/ are shown in

figs. 17a and b. The curve in the photoproduction IT.ass spectruM (Fig. 17a) corres

ponds to the fit curve in fi~. 17b IT.odified by a factor {r!(2n+2n-)}2 and norreali

zed to the data in the peak re~ion. r~ass spectruM and curve are expected to agree

in the approxi~ation of si~ple V~!D. The co~parison suggests fair agreement in po

sition and width.

M2a-le+e- - 2Tt2n-) WA4 CERN

~2000 I y p- 2n+ 2Tt-p
~

Ltl

:; 1600
rig. 17 a

l/I

i 1200 + -
>

~ fill
2n 2n nass

w

al 800 the reaction
1: if f I The curve is01
'ii

400
f I

~ text.

0
2.0 3.0

4Tt Mass (GeV)

spectrure measured in

yp -+ 2n+2n-p /31/.

described in the

4.0 O(nb)

3.0

20

1.0

0
1.3 1.5

~

1.7 1.9 (GeV)

•

Fig. 17 b

2n+2n- Mass spectrum measured in

the reaction e+e- 2n+2n-. The

curve is the result frorr a fit to

the data (see ref. /6/).
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The other relevant process where a clear bump structure around 1.6 GeV was re

ported is the photoproduction of n+n-. A recent result of n+n- photoproduction on

carbon from the broad band photonbearn at Ferrnilab /32/ is shown in fig. 18. This

result agrees with another recent measurement of n+n- pair production on hydrogen

/33/ and is consistent with certain solutions in nn phase shift analyses /34/.

However, a quantitative comparison between the 4n and the 2n signals in figs. 17

and 18 indicates a serious problem: the apparent widths are inconsistent. Various

other experiments with tentative candidates for the pi (1600) have parametrized the

peak structure. Figure 19 shows a compilation of mean values and widths published

during the last four years. One sees a considerable spread of values in mass

;: 0.0
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~
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MASS ! WIDTH \Gp.V)

Fig. 18 Mass distribution of the

n+n- system observed in the reaction
+ - 2yc + nne having PT + 0.05 GeV 2 (32).

Fig. 19 Masses and widths of structures
reported in the four- and two-pion systems.
The lengths of the bars indicate the Brei~

Wigner widths.1) ref./35/; 2) ref./36/;
3) ref./37/; 4) ref./39/; 5) ref./32/;
6) ref./33/; 7) ref./40/; 8) ref./41/;
9) ref./6/ and 10) ref./31/.

'and width. Two experiments even claim two-peak structures (both with rather low

statistics). It has to be noticed that this scattering of results is only partially

explained by the differences in the parametrization of the mass-dependent width.

If in photoproduction data the 2n+2n- and n+n- signals originate from the same

resonance, at least one of them must be deformed by background or interference

effects. The n+n- peak sits on the po tail which is not well understood via photo

production and, at tie available level of statistics, a more detailed analysis is

not possible.

•
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For the 2n+2n- peak, which has now been measured with high statistics (fig.

17 a), it is important to separate the resonance signal from threshold effects

and other backgrounds. Those are predicted in various models (see for instance

/42~. A first step in this direction was tried in an analysis on the data in

fig.17a where the 2n+2n- peak was fitted (in kinematical variables) to linear

combinations of intensities of various models /31/. Since there is about one pO in

the 2n+2n- system of each event (fig. 20), it was assumed that pi (1600) produces

always a po by its decay, and consequently the following models were considered:

system observed in the reaction

yp-+2n+2n-p for

M(2n+2n-) < 3.05 C€V.

7000

~ 6000

!5000
! 4000

."!3000
'.~ 2000 I

1000

o 05

WA4 CERN
Vp-21t"21t""P

LO 15 2,0
n· n-MASS (GeV 1

Fig. 20

Mass distribution of the + n n

model 1

model 2

where "A1" stands for a pn system in s-wave with a wide pn

mass spectrum around 1.3 GeV.

where £ was described by measured s-wave nn phase shifts /34/.

The details of this analysis are given in ref. /31/.

As already reported at previous conferences /43, 44/, successful fits were

obtained with either of the two models. In particular, it was found that about

60 % of the 2n+2n- peak in fig. 17a could be due to the resonance while the

remainder is described by background contributions like pnn phase space or 4n

phase space.

This analysis does not tell us what the relative importance of the two possible

decay modes pi (1600) -+ "A1 "n and pi (1600) -+ pOE might be, since there is no

unique signature in the pOn+n- final state for distinguLahing them.
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More insight into the p' (1600) comes from a new measurement of the

n+n-nono system in photoproduction, where both neutral pions were measured

with high efficiency /9/. In these data the two decay models of the p' (1600)

considered already for the charged four-pion system are clearly distinguished

from each other by the p production:

model 1 p' (1600) -+ f "A olln o
1

i. e. no pO production

model 2
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N
o
o
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M (It·lt-2lt°J GfN

Fig. 21

Effective mass spectrum

for n+n-nono observed in

the reaction y p -+ n+n- nOnop /9/

The lower peak particularly corresponds to the production of the wno state and

was analysed separately /12/, (see section 4). The higher mass peak suggests the

presence o£ the p' (1600) with a decay into n+n-nono. (This two-peak structure

was already seen in a previous measurement of yp -+ pn+n- + neutrals where the

neutrals (no,s) were not reconstructed /45/.)

Two-pion mass spectra of the events in the p' (1600) mass range (fig. 22)

show clearly that there is dominant production of p± and only little pO. This

was studied quantitatively by fitting the data in slices of the n+n-2no mass

spectrum to a sum of simulated contributions (neglecting interference~ including

the two models for the p' (1600) decay plus wn o and various phase space-like
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backgrounds.

WA 57 PRELIMINARY

640

~
~ 480
d

(/)

~ 320w
>w

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
M(Ttt Tt°HGeVI

ol...-.....!....----L..-.I._.L...-..L----l-----L_.&......4_

0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
M(Tt+Tt-llGeVI

Fig. 22

Measured two-pion mass spectra from yp ~ n+n-nonop for 1.4 < M(n+n-nono» 1.8 GeV.

with wno contribution subtracted, for (a) n±no, (b) n+n-. The curves result

from a fit to the n±no mass spectrum /44/.

As a result, fig. 23 shows the intensities of the three major contributions

which, in this case, represent together the n+n-nono mass spectrum.

>
C1I
~

400

0
......
(/)....
z
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>
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+
t
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rp - w TTop
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Fig. 23

± + 0
Fitted yields of wno, P n n

and n+n-nono phase space.

The curves are hand-drawn.

The upper mass peak corresponds to the production of the p±n+no state. This

clearly favours model 1. There is no need for model 2. The p£ component was

estimated to be of a relatively small size:
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pI (1 600) -+ pO nOn °
pI (1600) -+ p±n±n o

< 0.15

This result which is not very sensitive to the details of the fitting procedure,

rules out p£ as dominant decay mode of the pI (1600).

3.3 + pI (1600) in Xp -+ nn n p

In another paper submitted to this conference /10/ the O~mGA-Photon Collaboration

has studied the possible nn+n- decay mode of the pI (1600). In this experiment

~vA 57) the n was observed nicely in its decay into XX (fig. 24) as well as in

the n+n- nO decay mode. The nn+n- mass spectrum (from data added for both n decay

modes) shows again a two-peak structure (fig. 25).
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Fig. 24

The XX mass spectrum with the

n meson signal in the reaction

XP -+ n~+n-p /10/
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Fig. 25

The nn+n- mass spectrum for the

reaction XP -+ nn+n-p selecting

for events in the n meson peak.

-a_._ example of a fit with one

resonance plus background; ---

example of a fit with two reso

nances plUS background giving

M1 = 1.301 ± 0.031 GeV, r 1 =
0.2 GeV (fixed), M2 = 1.623 ±

0.016 GeV, r 2 = 0.4 GeV (fixed)

with X2 = 29.8 for 22 d.o.f;

polynomial background of

this fit; •••• example of a fit

with two resonances (lower dis

torted by npo threshold) plus

background.
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The fit to the nlT +IT - mass spectrum with only one resonance gives a IXJOr x2 probability.

Fits with a sum of two non-interfering resonances (plus a cubic polynomial background)

describe the mass spectrum well. These fits were of two classes: without and with

distortion of the lower peak by the npo threshold.The higher mass peak was con

sistent with the p' (1600) as observed in 4~ decay modes. The branching ratio is

p'(1600)

p'(1600)

+ 
~ nlT IT

+ - + -
~ IT IT IT IT

tV 0.1

which agrees with a rough estimate on e+e- annihilation data/6/. The lower mass

peak is centred at about 1.3 GeT. vli th distortion by the np ° threshold it was found

that the "true" mass value could be at 1.23 GeV raising the possibility of it be

ing a decay mode of the B(1235) meson. A study on the angular distributions should

shed more I ight on this point.

3.4 Photon coupling of p' (1600) in e+e- annihilations

Within the context of the p' (1600) being a candidate of a radial excitation state

of the pO it is desirable to understand the strength of the coupling to the photon

An estimate of the related partial leptonic width was obtained at DCI/6/ by adding

(f(p' (1600) ~ e+e-) • branching ratio) for 2rr+2rr- and some other minor decay

modes and correcting for unobserved p' (1600) decay modes by means of SU(3) rela

tions. The resulting value of about 7 keV is compared to the pO and to correspon

ding states in the J/~ and T families in fig. 26 where the partial leptonic

ree I I I I I Fig. 26 Partial leptonic widths
-- 2 of vector mesons and the candi-

(req) 20- gO g'11600J J/'il 'ii' yy' -
dates of first radial excitation

,I,
states scaled according to the

15-

I
- electric charges of the quark

l' content. For the p'(1600) va-

2 !
lues see text. ~' :: ~ (3685);

10 f- -
T' - T (10020); full points:

ground states, open circles:

51- 0 Q
1. radial excitations.

-

0 I I I I I

1.0 2.0 3.0 S.O 10.0 [GeV]

VS

.widths, again scaled according to the quark contents of the states, are drawn.

The DCI result (dashed line symbol) is rather high. If one applies plauGible

corrections, mainly for a substantial non-resonant background under the p' (1600)

signal in e+e- ~ 2~+2~- as found in photoproduction and by neglecting p' (1600) ~

W~O, (as it is sugg.ested due to fig. 23) one obtains a "best guess" which is
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significantly lower (full line symbol). However, it is not as low as

r(T(10020) + e+e-)

r(T(9460) + e+e-)

which one would expect in the case where the ratio of coupling strengths between

p' and p is equal to that between ~' and J/~ or T ' and T.

3.5 Summary of results on p' (1600)

The p' (1600) was studied in recent experiments in the four-pion decay channels

2n+2n- and n+n-2no and was probably seen in the nn+n- channel. The width is always

large (~0.4 GeV) in these channels. Due to the principle uncertainties in des

cribing such a wide resonance shape it is an unsolved problem to extract important

parameters like mass, width and, from cross sections, the partial leptonic wioth.

The p' (1600) decays dominantly into pnn through an"A,n state where"A1" indicates

an r G = 1- state. p€ is eliminated as the dominant decay mode of the p' (1600).

4. TBE p' (1250) PUZZLE

A p' (1250) state is predicted by various models. For instance, it is required by

the isovector part of the nucleon form factor/46/.

4.1 Bump structures

An experimental result which stimulated the discussion about existence or non

existence of the p' (1250) is the pion form factor shown in fig. 27 which ex

hibits a bump above the po tail at a mass of about 1.25 GeV.

10

0.1

Fig. 27 Compilation of measurements

of the pion form factor taken from

ref./47/.
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More recently the charged kaon form factor was measured /13/. The data (fig. 28)

is compatible with a broad bump structure above the (~+w+~) tail ranging from

about 1.2 to 1.7 GeV. CompariSons with models are not very conclusive at the mo

ment /48/.

I~J

4

iO

-I

W

• APDNE - IKF t9/j·191S
• ADlJ.t -11EI> 1\11f-t~80

o DU - [lJ·11 1VIO
• V[IIl']M-O~VA 1¥/~·1961

Fig. 28 Compilation of measure

ments of the charged kaon form fac

tor/13/.

10'l L-_---L__-l--------.JL--l-....LJ..JL-...I..-...J...-----'

4.2 1.6 2.0

2E, GeV

More data are required; in particular, measurements of the neutral kaon form fac

tor are needed in order to decompose the KK isospin configuration.

4.2 Missing evidence

As negative results the present TIn phase shifts and the results from photoproduc

tion of two and four charged pions do not require the existence of a substantial

pI (1250) state.

Figure 29 shows a compilation of cross sections of the reaction e+e- + n+n-2no

presented by Sidorov at the last Photon-Lepton-Conference /47/. The data come from

four experiments at the e+e- storage rings in Orsay, Frascati and Novosibirsk. The

full line corresponds to the measurement of e+e- + 2TI+2n- /6/. Assuming that

pI (1600) decays dominantly through an A1n type state as suggested by the data

(see sec. 3) then cr(e+e- + 1f+'I1"-'I1" 0 'l1"0) and cr(e+e- + '11"+'11"-'11"+'11"-) are expected to agree

in shape and normalization, provided that other contributions are unimportant or

equal in both channels2 . Previous discussions /49/ assumed a dominant PE: decay
+- +- 0 +- +-

mode for the pI (1600) and therefore compared a(e e +'11" n 2n) with 1/2 (e e +2n 2n).

In fig. 29 it is seen that data and dashed curve agree in the peak region of

the pI (1600) and at higher masses; howevLr there is a possible excess in favour of
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Fig. 29 Compilation of measured

t),(nb)
e+e:-TtT( nOno

cross sections on the reaction
Y-DRSAY- M~N (4976.197&)

50
~ .-"'SCATH"~'''J + - n+n-nOnO as function of thex- ~RASCAT1-MEA (f979' e e -+-

.-NOVOSI&II1.5/(-OlYA (THIS [xP/
energy (taken from ref./47/).

. ~ e' e--Tt'n-Tt',,-
40 Solid curve represents the wn° con-

i~illi,/~~\0
tribution from pO decay, taken from

30 ref. /50/.

20

/ f if t \t~ If
10 ~,L

1.0 1.2 ,.4 1.6 I.' 2.0 2E.1it¥

e+e- -+- n+n-2nO a~ the lower masses. If this excess is real and not due to a syste

matic effect in the normalization (all the corresponding data belong to one expe

riment /47/) one must find out next whether itis consistent with the tail of the

pO predicted to contribute to n+n-2no through the wno state /50/ and probably al

so through an Aln type state3 . My impression is that there is no obvious need fo~

p' (1250) at present.

A new piece of the p' (1250) puzzle comes from the OMEGA-Photon Collaboration who

have looked for the p' (1250) in the photoproduced n+n-nono system /12/. The

n+n-nono mass spectrum (fig. 21) contains a peak at ~ 1.25 GeV which is mainly

built up by wno states since a selection on events with a n+n-no combination in

the w mass range (fig. 30) reproduces this peak (fig. 31).
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Fig. 31 wnO mass spectrum observed in the reaction yp ~ wnop.

The events thus selected were analyzed to determine the spin-parity of the wno

system. The decay of this system is described by four angles, two belonging to the

w in the wno rest system and two to the normal on the w decay plane in the wrest

system as indicated in fig. 32. Figure 33 shows the experimental distributions of

theffiangles. They were analyzed in terms of certain moments /52/ forming a com

plete set for the description of the distributions arising from wn o spin

parities 0-, 1- and 1+.

z

w helicity
frame

s-cl"lannel
helicity
frame

x

z'
y'

n

Fig. 32 Definition of the angles used to describe the production and decay of

the wno system.
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Fig.33

Measured distributions of

a) cos 6, b) ~, c) cos 6H
and d) ~H from reaction

yp + w~Op. The curves shown

are obtained from the mo

ments folded with acceptance

(see text).
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The WTIo mass spectrum

(corrected for acceptance).
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The angular distribution predicted in turn from these moments served as a check

that it is sufficient to consider only 0-, 1- and 1+ as the spin parities of the

WTIo system (curves in figs. 33 a and b). The curves in figs. 33 c and d show

that the data reproduce the imposed spin parity of the W system (JP = 1-).

The lowest moment corresponding to the WTIo mass spectrum (corrected for

acceptance losses) was fitted to a relativistic Breit-Wigner with mass-dependent

width and a background term (fig. 34) yielding the resonance parameters:

mR =1.212 ±0.012 GeV f R = 0.154 ± 0.07 GeV

These parameters are in agreement with those of the B(1235) meson which has

J
PC = 1+- and could indeed be produced diffractively in photoproduction by analogy

with diffractive A1 production in TIp collisions.

As a first step towards a full analysis the possible spin-parities of the WTIo

system were restricted to 1 and 1+ since 0- was found to be a small contribution.

Two types of fits were tried~
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FIT 1 assuming s-channel helicity conservation (SCRC) in the production

mechanism of the 1 component

and

FIT 2 without this assumption.

The preliminary results (based on the moments which do not depend upon inter

ference betwe.en - and 1+) are summarized in fig. 35.
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Fig. 35

Parameters of the wn D spin-parity states 1+ and as a function

of the wno mass as obtained in two distinct fits to the data

(see text).

The first row containing the intensities of - and 1+ as a function of the wno

mass shows that in FIT 1 (with SCRC constraint for 1-) the 1+ component clearly

dominates over 1 in the peak region (at ~ 1.25 GeV) while in FIT 2 (without

this constraint) the peak is dominated by the 1 component.
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The other rows give further details of the fit results: the spin density
- +matrix el~nents Poo of the 1 and 1 components which must vanish in the case of

SCHC, F 1 is the helicity 1 amplitude of the w for the 1+ component which is a

measure of the ratio of s-wave to d-wave in the wno system.

In FIT 1 the dominant 1+ component is in agreement with the B(1235), in parti

cular F 1 is fully consistent with the table value 0.67 ± 0.01 for the B(1235)

/34/. Assuming that this fit provides the correct interpretation of the data, the

non-vanishing p00 shows that for the production of 1+ s-channel helicity is

not conserved. In the alternative case that FIT 2 is true, the dominant 1 com

ponent has Poo ~ 0 within the peak region which means that there is no agreement

with the common expectation of SCHC in diffractive photoproduction of vector

mesons. This is a somewhat peculiar fact which needs further investigation.

There is certainly no final conclusion at this preliminary stage of the spin

parity analysis. In the near future there will be more detailed results since

there are more data in the WA 57 -experiment (by a factor of two). The final ana

lysis will include the full experimental information contained in the moments

describing the interference between the states of different spin or parity and

perhaps also the partial polarization of the incident photons.

4.4 Summary of results for pl(1250)

There are at present no data which require the existence of the pI (1250).

The search for p' (1250) in photoproduction of wno yields as a preliminary result

two solutions:

either

or

the wno peak is dominantly due to B(1235) and there is

no need for a resonant JP = 1 state.

the wno peak corresponds to a strong JP signal which

may be a candidate for the pI (1250), however, at the moment

with a auestion mark because of non-SCHC.

5. SEARCH FOR ~I AND WI

5.1 The p' (1650) candidate

Among the various isoscalar candidates which have been discussed at previous

conferences, one has now reached a somewhat increased level of confidence due

to extensive measurements with the DM1 spectrometer at DCI. This candidate is

called ~'(1650) and Dr. Delcourt has presented the current status in the pre

ceding talk.

It was found in the analysis of the DCI data that e+e- + KKn going mainly through

K*K (K*K)is the dominant decay mode of the ~'(1650) /6/. The argument is based

on the isospin decomposition of the K*K system, which was obtained with relative

ly small ,statistics (fig. 36).
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Fig. 36 The measured cross section a (e+e- ~ K~K±TI+) as a function of the ener

gy /6/.

It certainly needs confirmation but at present there are no higher statistics

data available. Figure 37 shows a first result from photoproduction of KKTI. The

curve corresponds to the curve in fig. 36 modified by a factor 1~1(KKTI) 1
2 with

arbitrary normalization. There is no obvious peak structure at a mass of 1 .65 c~v.

Fig. 37 The KKTI mass spectrum

measured in the reactions
o + ± + - 0yp ~ KSK TI or yp ~ K K TI • The

curve is explained in the text.

WA4
yp_ KO.K~n;IPI

yp - K+ K- nO(p

• K*890 K

20
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w
>
w

1·5 1.7 1·9 2~

lot (KKnl

Conclusions cannot be drawn without more details(spin-parity and isospin of the

KKTI system) which are hardly accessible in photoproduction at this low statisti

cal level.

Some support for a ~'(1650) was reported from photoproduction of K+K- pairs

/54/ where a signal was observed in the K+K- mass spectrum centred at a slightly

higher mass value (fig. 38). This peak is consistent with the ~'(1650) provided

that the shift in the mass can be explained by interference effects. However,

the interference structure could not be analyzed completely (there is a principle

complication due to an arbitrariness in the relative phases) so that there is no
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proof of this interpretation at present.
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Fig. 38 The K+K- mass spectrum obser

ved in the reaction yp -+ K+K-p

/54/.

A signal at a mass of 1.68 GeV is observed in a measurement of n+n-no photopro

duct ion /11/. (This experiment was discussed already with respect to w in sec. 2

Figure 39a shows the n+n-no mass distribution in the range from 1.2 to 2.2 GeV

with evidence for a peak at 1.68 GeV. This peak has also been observed in a pre

ceding photoproduction experiment /44/ (fig. 39b). Moreover, weaker peaks at this

1.4 1.6 1.8 GfN
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Fig. 39 The n+n-no mass spectrum around a mass of 1.7 GeV observed in the

reaction yp -+ n+n-nop, in a) from experiment ltJA 57 /11/ and in b) from

experiment WA 4 /44/. The curve in a) is explained in the text.
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mass are reported from previous measurements of e+e- + ~+~-~O at DCI /3n/ and

ADONE /55/. A simple fit to the mass spectrum in fig. 39a yields

mR = 1.68 ± 0.02 GeV r R = 0.15 ± 0.02 GeVand oR = (140 ± 40) nb.

The statistical significance of the peak counted above the background curve is

4.3 0.

An identification of this signal remains speculative. It is probably too narrow

for a radial excitation of the w. It could indicate a ~+~-~O decay of the

~'(1650). However, assuming this case, the large photoproduction cross section

would suggest a serious violation of the OZI rule. An estimate of the branching

ratio obtained from this data (via relation (3» by assuming

r(~' (1650) + e+e-) = 0.8 keV /6/ and o(~'p) = 10mb points to a value which

is much larger than the current estimate of < 10% for ~'(1650) + 2ff+2~-ffO

obtained from e+e- annihilation /6/. As far as photoproduction is concerned

there is another possible interpretation: the peak could be due to the

w' (1650) with J PC = 3--.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary I would like to make the following remarks:

1) Elastic photoproduction of pO,w and ~ at high energies is described well by

simple Vector Meson Dominance making use of naive quark model relations and

the experimental data on elastic scattering of pions and kaons at high

energies. A possible Q2 dependence of the vector meson-photon coupling

strengths is discussed.

2) New data on J/~ photoproduction indicate a significant rise in the cross

section over the photon energy range 60 to 300 GeV.

3) Among the candidates for radial excitations of the pO the p' (1650) is establi

shed. If it is the first excited state, then its mass difference to the

ground state of about 0.36 GeV is certainly larger than found in the heavy

quark families. However, the existence of the p' (1250) is not ruled out at

present.

4) In the search for isoscalar radial excitations the ~'(1650) candidate was

found in e+e- annihilations, but needs confirmation.
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The situation is in fact not fully clear. In a recent analysis of elastic

photoproduction of ~ between 2.8 and 4.8 GeV incident photon energy /56/

this difference is not observed. Assuming 0 ~ n~ ~ 0.2 and crTOT(~P}~10 rob
(in agreement with naive quark model predictions), the value obtained is

2
y~ 14~ = 3.0 ± 0.7.

2 p' (1600) could also decay through (p~)~ where the p~ system has isospin

zero. Such a decay would contribute to the ~+~-~o~o final state (but not

to 2~+2~-).

3 Estimates based on the measured decay rate A1~P~ (and the assumption that

thp. same coupling holds at higher masses) yields t¥p1cal values of
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+ - °a(e e +p +A1TI} of a few nb at a mass of 1.5 GeV /51/.

4 In previous analyses this assumption was always applied because of poor

statistics /53/.

Discussion

M. Roos, Helsinki: The Cosme data you showed with the rr+rr-rr o peak was taken

with a detector without magnetic field. Also they cannot distinguish rr+rr-rr o from

the rr+rr-(y} background. The DM1 experiment has an upper limit to the rr+rr-rr o cross

section which disagrees with Cosme, so there is a background problem. In conse

quence I don't think one should take the narrow Cosme peak very seriously.

E. Paul: Yes. However, one must then answer the question, how well one under

stands in the experiment with the DM1 spectrometer the separation of the rr+rr-rr o

channel from e+e-+ two charged particles (eventually plus radiative photons).

I remind you that secondary photons (from rrOdecay) are not detected here.

B. Delcourt, Paris: About the e+e-+rr+rr-rrO peak found by Cosme et al., the

problem is that it suffers from statistics: it is only a three standard deviation

peak. DM1 did not publish anything on this subject because we cannot separate

e+e-+porro from e+e-+e+e-y+pOy. The only thing we know is that it has not a large

cross section.

B. Stella, DESY: It is not completely correct to compare Dl11 results on

e+e-+2rr+2rr-(which are much higher than ADONE and VEPP 2 results in the low energy

region) with available data on e+e-+rr+rr-2rrO. In fact the DM1 experiment has a good

resolution, exclusive, small solid anqle and has no shower detection. The

yy2 measurement of rr+rr-2rr O, though with large solid angle, good resolution and

efficiency for showers, is strongly correlated to the 2rr+2rr- resul~. Only the

4rr(2rr+2rr-+rr+rr-2rrO) cross section seems to be in agreement in all experiments

(at Frascati, Orsay and Novosibirsk). Then, if the 2rr+2rr- cross section would

have to be higher than found in previous (but DM1) measurements, the rr+rr-2rro

should consequently be lower, since the total 4rr cross sections look well

established. This would leave even less room for a p' (1250) and for a p' (1600)

+p£ contribution, but also would not fit with the p' (1600) + A
1

rr hypothesis

(since the 2rr+2rr- channel would be a factor ~ 2 larger than rr+rr-2rrO).
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